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Let me first start off by saying I owe Will an apology.
I thought Will was like most men who have their own clique that they hang around with.
After talking with Will I was completely astounded with his answer and here it is:

  

If you could be anyone (musician, actor, or someone famous) who would you be?
His response was "Me".

  

I mean I have heard a lot of people say someone who they are not even close to but his answer
had me totally astounded when I heard the words "Me".

  

He also said if he could be anyone it would be hard cause there are so many people that inspire
Will.

  

The first question was what inspired Will to write music?
His Response was "The Beatles" which he saw on the Ed Sullivan show.

  

Will started out playing a guitar then went from:

  

Guitar to Bass,
Bass to Fiddle,
and finally Fiddle to Bagpipes.

  

Wow, a man of musical talents and he still has time for interviews!

  

My next question was why does Bearidise inspire Will?
His response also made me wonder which was
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"Bearidise is community minded.
We can be where we are without judgment from others."

  

I agree with Will that Bearidise is not judgmental and is community minded
But to some degree cause mostly the bears are there for relaxation and fun
not to work or do extreme tasks unless asked by a Bear.

  

To end the interview I asked the question which few people seem to ask Will.

  

It was what thrills him other than music.
His Responses were:

  

Bike Riding,
Swimming, and
Being with Family (the Bears).

  

So my interview with Will was a memorable one.

  

Will has showed me that you can't judge a book by its cover unless you read it first.

  

I've read Will and found that he is a really great guy and would offer any other Bear a nice
catch.

  

Until next time Bears!

  

This is Jeff Griest Saying
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STAY TUNED.......
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